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Due to the lack of wide availability of parking assisting applications, vehicles tend to cruise more than necessary to find an empty
parking space.'is problem is evident globally and the intensity of the problem varies based on the demand of parking spaces. It is
a well-known hypothesis that the amount of cruising by a vehicle is dependent on the availability of parking spaces. However, the
amount of cruising that takes place in search of parking spaces within a parking lot is not researched. 'is lack of research can be
due to privacy and illumination concerns with suitable sensors like visual cameras.'e use of thermal cameras offers an alternative
to avoid privacy and illumination problems. 'erefore, this paper aims to develop and demonstrate a methodology to detect and
track the cruising patterns of multiple moving vehicles in an open parking lot.'e vehicle is detected using Yolov3, modified Yolo,
and custom Yolo deep learning architectures. 'e detected vehicles are tracked using Kalman filter and the trajectory of multiple
vehicles is calculated on an image.'e accuracy of modified Yolo achieved a positive detection rate of 91% while custom Yolo and
Yolov3 achieved 83% and 75%, respectively. 'e performance of Kalman filter is dependent on the efficiency of the detector and
the utilized Kalman filter facilitates maintaining data association during moving, stationary, and missed detection. 'erefore, the
use of deep learning algorithms and Kalman filter facilitates detecting and tracking multiple vehicles in an open parking lot.

1. Introduction

Congestion and pollution from traffic are major problems in
many urban areas. Congestion is commonly observed due to
high traffic density at peak hours in or close to popular
destinations [1, 2]. 'e majority of the high traffic flows are
also related to the low supply of parking spaces. It has been
estimated that up to 50% of the traffic in traffic dense en-
vironments are trying to find an empty parking space [3].
'is indicates that congestion and excess driving that occur
during the search of vacant parking spaces lead to increased
pollution from the traffic. To understand the magnitude of
this problem, the cruising of vehicles should be captured to
comprehend how people drive in a parking lot. Previous
studies used Geographic Processing Systems (GPS) and
visual cameras to generate cruising patterns. According to
[4], the time taken to occupy an empty parking space is
approximately 1.18 minutes and the data were collected
using GPS. In another study [5], a visual camera was placed

on traffic signal poles to capture the number of vehicles
cruising for parking in an on-street parking lot. However,
there are limited empirical cruising data available within
parking lots.

'ere are basically two types of common parking lots,
closed and open. Open parking lots are places where vehicles
can be parked without any fee for a limited duration.
'erefore, they are in higher demand compared to closed
parking lots where parking fees need to be paid. Popular
retail stores or destinations often provide large open parking
lots, and they are often located in a sparse locality, unlike
closed parking lots that are commonly placed in the densest
parts of the urban areas. Due to the higher demand of open
parking lots, there is a greater need to utilize the space
efficiently. Allocating higher parking fees to all parking lots
can be one way to reduce the demand. However, it would
also impact the business opportunities. 'e other way is to
efficiently utilize the space on parking lots using parking
assisting systems [6]. Parking assisting systems utilize
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sensors either to get a count of the number of vehicles in the
parking lot or to get individual parking occupancy infor-
mation. Since open parking lots provide free parking spaces,
it might not be affordable in many cases to install and
maintain parking assisting systems. Since parking assisting
systems are not available for open parking lots, it is im-
perative to quantify the magnitude of additional cruising
occurring at open parking lots. 'erefore, it is essential to
capture the trajectories of vehicles moving in the open
parking lot. Being able to detect and identify trajectories of
moving vehicles would facilitate understanding the choice of
a parking location and counting moving vehicles in a
parking lot at a time. 'us, we need to find ways to detect
and track moving vehicles in a parking lot.

Multiobject detection and tracking should be performed
as there would be multiple vehicles moving in the parking
lot. Object tracking using a camera facilitates video sur-
veillance, self-driving vehicles, and robotic systems [7, 8].
Object tracking is complex due to changes in object scale,
illumination, occlusion, and rotation [9]. Data association
should be performed on detected objects in every frame
which might lead to errors due to the mentioned com-
plexities. 'ere is a previous research performed on im-
proving multipedestrian tracking in cluttered environment
where object detection was mostly performed using seg-
mentation, foreground detection, and optical flow. However,
not much noise was present in those studies compared to the
data captured by thermal camera. Noise in this paper is
referred to nonfocus objects like pedestrians, bicycles,
strollers, baskets, trees, or interference like electronic noise.
Over the years, deep learning architectures improved the
efficiency of tracking by detection method which makes it
suitable for multiobject detection [9, 10]. In the tracking by
detection method, objects are detected in each frame con-
tinuously and are suitable for videos or real-time detection.
Deep learning algorithms are well suited to identify objects
of interest with varying heat signatures [11]. Deep learning
algorithms such as Yolo are suitable for object detection as
they are fast, accurate, and computationally efficient. A
modified Yolo was utilized where anchor boxes and size
were updated. Anchor boxes are predefined bounding boxes
that facilitate performing object detection. A customized
Yolov3 was also developed for this study to improve the
stability and performance of multiobject tracking. 'e de-
tected vehicles are assigned IDs using the Kalman filter.
Kalman filter is a linear estimation method which is utilized
to track objects [12].

In previous literature, vehicle trajectories were generated
at roundabouts, lane changes, and other similar road seg-
ments to understand driving behavior using a visual camera
[13, 14]. However, there is a scarcity of research to detect and
track moving vehicles in a parking lot. 'e thermal camera
was also not used for data collection to perform vehicle
tracking. 'is paper intends to address this research gap by
generating cruising patterns of vehicles in the parking lot.
'erefore, the aim of the paper is to use the thermal camera
to detect and track moving vehicles in an open parking lot
and evaluate the performance of algorithms in varying
environmental and illumination conditions.

'e contribution of the paper is to develop a method-
ology to detect and track vehicles in an open parking lot
using data collected from thermal camera. To the best of our
knowledge, thermal camera was not utilized in previous
studies to detect and track cruising vehicles. 'e paper also
contributes to evaluating the performance of deep learning
algorithms like Yolov3, modified Yolo, and customized Yolo
on detecting only moving vehicles in a parking lot. Tra-
jectories of each cruising vehicle in an open parking lot were
generated using Kalman filters.

2. Literature Review

'is section focuses on previous research where multiple
vehicles or objects detection and tracking was performed.
'e suitability of proposed methods for multivehicle de-
tection and tracking using a thermal camera is discussed.
Literature search was performed using keywords such as
vehicle detection, tracking, object detection, multiobject
detection and tracking, parking lots, thermal camera, and
deep learning. Google Scholar was the primary database
utilized for data collection.

In [15], vehicle detection in various illumination and
weather conditions was performed using the first-order
difference of Gaussian and multiscale edge fusion detection
method. However, this method would not be suitable for an
open parking lot where objects such as bicycle and pedes-
trians cannot be removed completely without compromising
quality of vehicle detection. In [16], multiple pedestrians and
vehicles were detected and tracked using the optical flow
algorithm. Segmentation and motion vector estimation was
performed to detect multiple objects. However, optical flow
is not suitable for open parking lots as it would also detect
pedestrians and other nonfocus objects like bicycles,
strollers, and so on. In another study, traffic congestion was
identified using videos and images, where locality constraint
metric learning was used to capture spatial and temporal
information of vehicles simultaneously with textual features
and distance metrics [17]. 'ere were no noise or nonfocus
objects included in the dataset. Further, grouping of vehicles
was performed to capture congestion but individual de-
tection and tracking of vehicles was not achieved. 'erefore,
the locality constraint metric learning approach is not
suitable for multivehicle detection in an open parking lot.

According to [18], vehicles are detected based on color
transformation, background subtraction, and edge features.
Color transformation and background subtraction using a
thermal camera would not facilitate detecting moving ve-
hicles in an open parking lot as the heat signatures of the
vehicles will be similar to those of pedestrians and back-
ground in bright conditions. 'erefore, vehicle detection
based on color and edge features is not suitable for open
parking lots. In another study, detection and tracking were
coupled to reduce detection errors [19]. Background sub-
traction was performed to identify and track objects.
However, this approach is not suitable for noisy data where
other nonfocus objects are also visible. In another similar
study, segmentation and blob analysis was performed to
detect vehicles and Kalman filter was used to track vehicles at
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railway crossing [20]. Segmentation and blob analysis is not
suitable for noisy data like an open parking lot. According to
[21], real-time vision-based vehicle detection and tracking
was performed using vehicle shadow features, ROI entropy,
and edge features [21]. Extracting edge and shadow features
is not suitable for thermal camera data as the shadow of the
vehicle is also not visible consistently and is based on varying
illumination conditions. It would also lead to missed de-
tection when there is poor or no illumination. In another
study [22], histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) was used
to detect the rear end of the vehicle and tracked using the
Kalman filter. Cleaning of images was done using mor-
phological operations to improve the performance of HOG.
However, usage of morphological operations on videos
would be computationally expensive and the HOG detector
requires positive images of different orientations of vehicle
to detect the vehicle. 'erefore, this approach is not suitable
for detecting moving vehicles using thermal camera. In
another similar study [23], surveillance of vehicles was
performed using detection and tracking. Detection was
performed using morphological operations and decision
tree, while tracking was performed using Kalman filter.
Detection using headlights is not suitable in open parking lot
as the vehicles move in multiple directions and headlights
are not visible in different orientations. In [24], pedestrians
and vehicles were detected using Haar cascade features and
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) imagery. 'e UAV is
enabled with a visual and thermal camera. Visual camera
data were used for vehicle detection due to varying heat
signatures of the vehicles in thermal imagery. 'e negative
images or regions were needed to enable faster detection.
However, in this paper, the negative regions also consist of
vehicle images that are parked. Since positive and negative
images consist of vehicles, this approach is not suitable for
open parking lot.

Deep learning has improved the detection process and a
wide variety of architectures were introduced. Few such
architectures which are fast and computationally efficient are
Yolo, GoogLeNet, ResNet18, and single shot multibox de-
tector (SSMD). According to [25], SSMD detected vehicles
that are illegally parked on the side of a road. Vehicles that
stopped in the region of interest were detected using SSMD
and tracked using template matching. Tracking using
template matching is not suitable to track moving vehicles as
the orientation of vehicles changes in the parking lot. In
another study [26], a multibox deep learning algorithm was
used to detect vehicles and tracked using optical flow. Ve-
hicles were detected and tracked using an onboard camera
where the rear end of the vehicles was visible. 'e use of
optical flow is not suitable for tracking vehicles in a parking
lot as stationary vehicles would not be tracked. In another
similar study [27], vehicles were detected using rear end
lights of the vehicle using AlexNet deep learning detector in
combination with lidar data. 'is approach is not suitable
using thermal camera as rear lights are only represented
through heat emitted and are represented by pseudocolors.
When the vehicle is warm, rear lights cannot be distin-
guished from the vehicle, leading to missed detection.
'erefore, this approach is not suitable for thermal camera.

According to [28], tires and windshield of the vehicles were
used to detect vehicles to estimate traffic flow using thermal
camera. However, as the vehicles move in different direc-
tions, the windshield is not visible to enable detection in an
open parking lot. In [29], multivehicle detection was per-
formed using deep learning algorithms and thermal camera.
A customized deep learning algorithm was used to detect
vehicles using heat signatures. 'e usage of deep learning
algorithms is suitable for thermal camera data and is also
used for detecting vehicles in this paper.

Yolo is one of the fast and efficient deep learning al-
gorithms which is utilized in this paper. Yolo utilizes a
convolutional neural network to detect multiple objects. It
utilizes the entire image for object detection purposes and
is comparatively faster than sliding-based methods [30]. In
[31], Yolov2, long short-term memory (LSTM), and deep
reinforcement learning methods were used for multiobject
detection and tracking of pedestrians. A visual camera was
used for data collection, and object detection was per-
formed using pretrained Yolov2. 'e detected object was
tracked using LSTM and reinforcement learning. 'e
pretrained detectors are trained on color images and
therefore cannot be implemented for thermal camera data.
Custom training is needed to detect vehicle in different
orientations, positions, and occlusions. 'ere are multiple
versions of Yolo available and Yolov3 is capable of
detecting smaller objects unlike Yolov2 [32]. In another
study, tracking by detection was performed using recurrent
neural network and LSTM [33]. However, the detection
was not performed in a noisy environment like an open
parking lot. According to [34], parked vehicles were de-
tected and tracked in varying illumination conditions using
videos. Background modeling and subtraction was used to
detect static objects and vehicles were detected using fast
corners and template matching. However, background
modeling and subtraction is ideal to detect parked vehicles
and is not suitable for tracking multiple moving vehicles in
an open parking lot.

Based on the relevant literature discussed above, mul-
tiobject detection and tracking is a complex problem, and it
is performed using several methods. However, multivehicle
detection and tracking using thermal camera in an open
parking lot has not been performed in previous literature.
Open parking lot is a noisy environment which consists of
vehicles, pedestrians, trees, strollers, baskets, etc. Further,
there are just a limited number of studies conducting de-
tection and tracking in noisy environments such as an open
parking lot. In this paper, multiobject detection and tracking
is only performed on vehicles and other nonfocus objects
like pedestrians, obstacles, and bicycle are not detected. Due
to varying illumination conditions, heat signature of vehi-
cles, obstacles, and other nonfocus objects, deep learning
algorithms are selected to perform vehicle detection. Deep
learning algorithms like Yolov3 are fast and efficient in
performing object detection on videos in varying illumi-
nation conditions. Similarly, Kalman filter is a reliable and
computationally efficient tracking estimator. 'erefore,
Yolov3 and Kalman filter were utilized to detect and track
moving vehicles in a parking lot.
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3. The Proposed Methodology

'is section gives a description and motivation of the choice
and setup of the observational test site where the camera is
installed. It includes description of the dataset used for
training and testing purposes along with utilized detection
algorithms, evaluation metrics, and tracking estimator.

3.1.Descriptionof theTestSite. 'e investigated parking lot is
in a midsized city in Sweden with a population size of
approximately fifty thousand inhabitants. 'e parking lot is
located at a large shopping center as depicted in Figure 1(a).
'e setup is illustrated in Figure 1(a) which depicts four
entrances/exits which are marked as E1, E2, E3, and E4 and
the thermal camera is mounted on the roof of the shopping
center. 'e highlighted region marked by green line in
Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) is the region of interest (ROI).
'e selected parking lot is one of the main parking lots of the
shopping center and reasonable traffic is expected during the
opening hours. 'e maximum time to park a vehicle in the
parking lot is 3 hours. So, there is movement of vehicles
intermittently throughout the day. Vehicle traffic is expected
to surge during lunchtime and evenings during the weekdays
and weekends. 'e total number of parking spaces is 542,
while the parking spaces covered in the ROI are 65. 'e ROI
is selected due to the limitation of vehicle visibility outside
ROI. However, the use of ROI serves the purpose of this
study.'e ideal position of a camera to detect vehicles would
be to look at either the front or rear end of the vehicles.
However, there was no tall structure placed in that location
of the parking lot. 'us, the camera was placed on the
shopping center which is circular in structure as illustrated
in Figure 1(a), which signifies real-world problems. 'e
installed thermal camera is Axis Q1942-E which is equipped
with a 19mm focal length and a viewing angle of 32 degrees.

3.2. Data Collection. Since open parking lots provide free
parking spaces, the affordable system must be utilized to
collect data. Few such affordable systems comprise GPS and
visual camera which can be utilized to track moving objects.
'e usability of visual camera is limited due to harsh en-
vironmental and illumination conditions [35]. Persons or
vehicles that can be identified using visual camera is not
suitable to utilize due to privacy restrictions [36]. A GPS
device needs to be carried by the driver to track the
movement of the vehicle and the obtained data can be
limited by the number of users or volunteers. 'e accuracy
of the GPS device might also vary due to the position of
satellite, weather conditions, or tall structures obstructing
the signal [37]. Another affordable solution to overcome
accuracy and privacy problems is the usage of thermal
camera. A thermal camera identifies objects by emitted heat,
and they are represented by pseudocolors. However, it can
be deployed in any environmental and illumination con-
ditions. It also avoids privacy-based restrictions as vehicles
and pedestrians cannot be recognized [36].'erefore, in this
study, thermal camera is installed in an open parking lot to
capture movement of vehicles. A thermal camera is used to

collect videos of the parking lot with varying weather and
illumination conditions between January and August 2020.
Videos representing varying illumination conditions,
weather conditions, obstacles, and pedestrians were used for
training and test purposes. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
vehicle movement sequence is labeled to create training and
test dataset.

Videos were converted to individual frames and objects
of interest were labeled manually and partially with point
tracker automation algorithm. 'e training dataset consists
of 3000 images while the test dataset consists of 600 images.
'e training dataset is created using videos from different
days and the image augmentation is invoked. Videos rep-
resenting varying illumination conditions and traffic flows
were included in the training dataset. Traffic flow was high
during lunch and evening times, and varying illumination
conditions were captured during winter, summer, and
spring seasons. To improve detection in the parking lot, the
training dataset includes noisier and winter condition im-
ages compared to other illumination conditions. Winter
condition images represent dark conditions with varying
vehicle heat signatures while noisy images consist of mul-
tiple vehicles, pedestrians, and occluding objects. Similarly,
the test dataset is created using videos from different days
representing varying illumination conditions and traffic
flows which are not included in the training dataset. Training
and test datasets are created using different videos without
any overlap to avoid overfitting. Augmented images as il-
lustrated in Figure 3 were used during training to improve
the performance of the algorithm and avoid overfitting.
Brightness, hue, contrast, and rotation were randomly in-
voked to create the augmented images.

Sample images from the test dataset are illustrated in
Figure 4. Vehicles that are moving in the path of parking lot
are the only ones detected and tracked. Parked vehicles are
not detected or tracked as illustrated in Figure 4. Pedestrians
and other objects like bicycles, strollers, and baskets are also
visible in the test and train datasets as they are commonly
visible in a parking lot. In Figure 4(b), the vehicle is occluded
by a flag while pedestrians and strollers are visible in
Figure 4(c). Groups of pedestrians with stroller like objects
can easily be misidentified as vehicle. 'e vehicles in the
parking lot have varying heat signatures as shown in
Figures 4(a) and 4(d), where some are bright while others are
mildly bright. 'e brightness or heat signature of the vehicle
is mostly associated with the idleness. If the vehicle is parked
for long duration such as 6 hours, the heat of the vehicle
dissipates, and it appears dark in a thermal camera. In this
case, the vehicle is not parked more than 3 hours. 'erefore,
the brightness of the vehicle is maintained. However, deep
learning algorithms can detect vehicles even when the ve-
hicle appears dark [11].

3.3. Object Detectors and Tracking Estimators. 'is section
discusses the proposed algorithms used to detect and track
vehicles. 'e objects should be located, in order to be
tracked. So, the initial step was to estimate the locations of
cruising vehicles which is also referred to as localization
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: 'e parking lot on which parking behavior is observed: (a) area of shopping center parking lot (courtesy of Google Maps) and
(b) region of interest in which vehicles are detected and tracked.

C

Thermal Camera

Videos

Frame
Frame

Frame

Label images and create dataset

Test dataset 
Training dataset 
and Augmented

images

Figure 2: Major steps in the data collection and processing stages to create final datasets.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Augmented images: (a) brightness and rotation modified, (b) hue and contrast modified, (c) saturation, brightness, and rotation
modified, and (d) saturation and rotation modified.
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problem [38, 39]. 'e next step was to generate trajectories
by located object at regular intervals of time which is referred
to as tracking. Since tracking by detection is implemented in
this paper, detection of vehicles was performed using the
proposed deep learning algorithms while the second step
was to track the detected vehicles using Kalman filters.

Yolo is a logistic regression-based object detection al-
gorithm which uses single convolutional neural network. It
is one of the deep learning algorithms with higher accuracy
and computational efficiency. Different versions of Yolo
were developed over the years and Yolov3 is used in this
paper which consists of residual, convolutional, and
upsample layers which facilitates extracting complex ab-
stract features of objects. Convolutional layer extracts fea-
ture of objects and assigns values. 'e residual layer applies
threshold operation to each input, while upsample layer
increases the input by replicating neighboring pixels. 'ere
are other deep networks like Resnet50, Resnet101, and
Inceptionv3 with higher accuracy. However, these networks
are computationally expensive compared to Yolo. Similarly,
other computationally efficient algorithms like Resnet18 and
GoogLeNet are not at par with Yolov3 based on initial
evaluations. Despite being a deep network, Yolov3 still
manages to be computationally efficient. 'erefore, Yolov3
is chosen as the detector in this paper. Since the algorithms
are deployed on videos or used for near real-time detection,
it is imperative to utilize fast and accurate algorithms like
Yolov3. Yolov3 used in this study is based on the original
architecture. Modified Yolo has similar architecture to
Yolov3. However, the anchor boxes’ size and number were
updated. Modified Yolo is also referred to as mod Yolo in
this paper. Custom Yolo uses the size and number of anchor
boxes like mod Yolo. However, the architecture is updated

by adding leaky rectified linear unit (ReLu) and batch
normalization layers. Kalman filter is utilized to track the
detected vehicle as it does not require historical data and is
computationally efficient.

3.4. Yolov3. Yolo class object detectors are widely used
detection networks due to their speed and accuracy [40].
Yolov3 is updated using Yolov2 and Darknet-19 networks.
Yolov2 had the problem of detecting small objects and it
does not contain shortcut connections. However, Yolov3
contains upsample layer, concatenation layer, and shortcut
connections and contains more layers compared to Yolov2
[32]. It divides the image into grid cells which facilitate
detecting objects. It uses K-means clustering to estimate the
bounding boxes. Confidence scores are determined as il-
lustrated in

C � P × IoUpr, (1)

where C is the confidence score in the interval [0, 1]. P is
assigned 1 if the object is present in the grid or it is assigned
0. IoUpr assigns a score based on the overlap ratio between
predicted and ground truth box. 'e confidence score de-
termines the accuracy of the predicted bounding box.
'erefore, the results presented in this paper display the
confidence scores to illustrate the accuracy of prediction.

3.5. Modified Yolo. In this study, multivehicle detection is
performed where vehicles vary in their size based on the
position in the frame. Multiple vehicles move at multiple
positions in the ROI. 'erefore, increasing the anchor boxes
would facilitate detecting multiple vehicles at different

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Sample images of test dataset: (a) dark conditions with multiple vehicle orientations, (b) dark conditions with occluded vehicle, (c)
dark conditions with groups of pedestrians, and (d) dark conditions with multiple vehicle positions and orientations.
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locations. Since the target objects are smaller in size, the
number of anchor boxes utilized is increased to 8 from 6.'e
sizes of anchor boxes are estimated using the training data.
'e architecture utilized in mod Yolo is similar to Yolov3.

3.6. Custom Yolo. Custom Yolo is created using modified
Yolov3. 'e layers were updated with batch normalization
and leaky ReLu layers. Batch normalization is added to
enable more stable predictive behavior and faster learning.
Leaky residual layer is added in the network to avoid
vanishing gradient problems and better adjustment of
weights [41].'e leaky ReLu function has a nonzero gradient
unlike the standard ReLu function [42].

f(x) � αy + y
y,

αy,

if y > 0,

if y ≤ 0.
 (2)

'e α parameter is introduced to have nonzero gradients
as illustrated in (2).

3.7. Kalman Filter. Kalman filter is a motion estimation
algorithmwhich facilitates prediction and tracking of objects
[43]. It is used to track objects and predict the movement of
objects when they are not visible or occluded. It facilitates
single and multiobject tracking. 'e constant velocity mo-
tion model is selected for Kalman filter. As mentioned in
[39], the target motion model and measurement model for
the Kalman filters are given in the following equations:

Xt � AXt−1 + BUt + wt, (3)

where Xt is the predicted state at time t, while wt is the error
estimated. A is the matrix that updates X from the previous
step. B is another matrix that is used to update acceleration
Ut.

zt � H Xt(  + vt, (4)

where zt is the vector of measurements like position. H is a
transformation matrix. vt is the measure noise.

However, in this study, tracking of vehicle based on
prediction is avoided as the vehicle does not have constant
velocity all the time. A vehicle in the parking lot can stop for
other vehicles and pedestrians or pause before they park. In
this paper, centroid positions of the bounding boxes are
generated from utilized object detectors and they are
assigned ID and age based on the visibility of the object.
Assigning ID for individual vehicles or objects is referred to
as the process of data association. Since missing detection is
common with object detection algorithms, the parameters in
Kalman filter are modified to facilitate tracking of vehicle
even with missed detection. Tracking is maintained even
when the vehicle is invisible for 50 frames. However, this can
be reduced when the performance of detection is improved.

3.8. Vehicle Detection. Yolov3, modified Yolo, and custom
Yolo are utilized to detect moving vehicles in the parking lot.
As illustrated in Figure 5, the proposed algorithms are
trained using the training dataset which includes augmented

images. 'e learning rate of object detectors is 0.001 and the
number of epochs used for training is 40. 'e training time
for each object detector is approximately 6 hours. 'e
trained detectors are then evaluated using the test dataset.
'e use of augmented images in training datasets improves
the generalization of the algorithms. A workstation with i7
processor and Nvidia Quadro P5200 GPU was used in this
study. MATLAB platform was used to train, detect, and
track the cruising vehicles. Overlap threshold of 0.9 and
confidence threshold of 0.7 were used for detection pur-
poses. 'e overlap threshold was increased to avoid du-
plicate detection and the confidence threshold was given 0.7
to reduce false positives with low confidence scores.

Evaluation of algorithms is represented using precision-
recall curve and log average miss rate curve. Precision is also
referred to as positive predictive value and is the fraction of
relevant retrieved labeled detection.

Precision �
true positive

(true positive + false positive)
. (5)

Recall is referred to as sensitivity and is the fraction of
items positively detected among all the items [44].

Recall �
true positive

(true positive + false negative)
. (6)

Average precision is defined as the area under the in-
terpolated precision-recall curve where rn is the recall levels
and Pintp is interpolated precision.

Average precision � 
n−1

i�1
ri+1 − ri( Pintp ri+1( . (7)

'emiss rate curve illustrates the amount of overall false
detection. Log average miss rate is computed by averaging
miss rate at nine false positive per image (FPPI) reference
points which are equally spaced in log space [45].

3.9. Vehicle Tracking Using Detection. Tracking of vehicle
movement is performed using detected vehicles obtained
from object detectors. 'e process of vehicle tracking is
illustrated in Figure 6. Videos were collected using thermal
camera and the videos used to calculate trajectory are not
part of the training dataset. Videos were divided into frames

Test dataset

Evaluate

Proposed
algorithms

Training dataset and
augmented images

Results of vehicle detection

Figure 5: Vehicle detection process.
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and the proposed algorithms were utilized for detecting
vehicles in each frame. 'e detected vehicles are then given
an ID using Kalman filter which is also referred to as data
association. An ID is a sequential number assigned to the
detected vehicle. 'e tracked vehicle is given an individual
color based on ID and calculated on the image. IDs are
assigned to the detected vehicles and the ID is removed when
the vehicle is not available in the frame anymore. Single and
multivehicle tracking is performed using the Kalman filter.
For convenience of understanding, the trajectories are cal-
culated on a video frame obtained using thermal camera.
Trajectories can be used to identify the movement of vehicles
in the region of interest.

4. Results and Analysis

'e evaluation of the detector is illustrated using precision-
recall and log average miss rate curves. 'e average preci-
sion, log average miss rate values, and computation time are
presented in Table 1.'e table presents the average precision
and miss rate values of the detectors achieved on the
complete test dataset. Average precision and miss rate are
scaled between 0 and 1 where 0 is the lowest and 1 is the
highest.

As shown in Table 1, mod Yolo performed with higher
precision and less miss rate compared to the other algo-
rithms. Description of evaluation metrics can be found in
Section 3.4. 'e miss rate of Yolov3 is 0.38 and the average
precision is 0.75. However, when the number of anchor
boxes and sizes are updated, there is an improvement in
average precision by 0.16 and the miss rates were reduced by
0.21. Custom Yolo achieved an average precision of 0.83,
while miss rates were 0.26. Even though custom Yolo
performed better than Yolov3, mod Yolo performed better
than custom Yolo. 'e processing times of all the three
detectors were optimal. However, custom Yolo was faster by
0.01 seconds due to the inclusion of batch normalization
layers.

4.1. Evaluation of Multivehicle Detection. 'e precision-re-
call curve is illustrated in Figure 7(a), and the overall per-
formance of mod Yolo was better compared to other
algorithms. 'e positive detection rate or precision of
Yolov3 was the lowest, while customYolo performed slightly
better than mod Yolo. However, mod Yolo recall rate was
better than custom Yolo leading to better overall
performance.

As illustrated in Figure 7(b), the modified Yolo has the
lowest false positives and miss rates compared to other
algorithms.'e log averagemiss rate of Yolov3 was again the
least performer with a high number of miss rates and false
positives per image. Custom Yolo and mod Yolo false
positives per image had similar performance. However, mod
Yolo had less miss rate compared to custom Yolo leading to
better performance.

Detection of Yolov3, mod Yolo, and custom Yolo from
test dataset is illustrated in Figure 8 with their respective
confidence scores. As visible in Figure 8(a), the detection of
all the three detectors performed similarly with higher
confidence scores. Mod Yolo and Yolov3 detected vehicle
with a 0.99 confidence score despite the presence of pe-
destrians. In Figure 8(b), Yolov3 detected all moving vehicles
while mod Yolo had better confidence scores compared to
Yolov3 and custom Yolo. Custom Yolo andmod Yolo have a
missed detection of a moving vehicle. 'e moving vehicle
beside the tree was also successfully detected despite the
occlusion by all the detectors. However, Yolov3 and custom
Yolo have duplicate detection with varying confidence score
values in Figure 8(b). In Figure 8(c), the occluded vehicle is
not detected in all the three detectors. One vehicle was
detected, and the occluded vehicle was missed. 'e detected
vehicle in mod Yolo had nearly a 0.1 confidence score while
custom Yolo detected with a 0.99 confidence score. Even
though the size of the vehicle is small, the confidence score is
maintained high with mod Yolo and custom Yolo.

4.2. Trajectory of Vehicles Using Data Association. Data as-
sociation of detected vehicles is performed using Kalman
filter. As illustrated in Figure 9, object detector and Kalman
filter are used to calculate trajectories of multiple vehicles.
'e actual vehicle trajectories calculated using gTruth are
also illustrated for reference in Figure 9. 'e gTruth is the
annotated set of images used to evaluate performance.
Kalman filter was able to maintain data association even
during missed detection and was also able to track stationary
vehicle located in the path of the parking lot as illustrated in
Figure 9(a). Custom Yolo and mod Yolo tracked the vehicle
accurately during its movement. However, Yolov3 did not
maintain continuous detection and Kalman filter produced
errors in data association. 'e object detector should be
continuous in its detection to achieve better tracking results.
Yolov3 and custom Yolo produced errors shown in
Figure 9(b). However, mod Yolo tracked the exiting vehicle
and vehicle which was parked. Custom Yolo falsely detected
stationary vehicle as a moving vehicle. Yolov3 produced false
positives over parked vehicles. In Figure 9(c), mod Yolo
detects the exiting vehicle along with moving vehicles in the
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Figure 6: Vehicle tracking process.
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Table 1: Object detectors performance.

Detector Processing time second/frame Average precision Log average miss rate
Yolov3 0.02 0.75 0.38
Custom Yolo 0.01 0.83 0.26
Mod Yolo 0.02 0.91 0.17
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Figure 7: Evaluation of proposed algorithms. (a) Precision-recall curve and (b) log average miss rate curve.
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Figure 8: Confidence scores of three detectors on sample test images at different times with varying illuminations: (a) image with groups of
pedestrians; (b) multiple moving vehicles in dark conditions; (c) occluded vehicle and pedestrians in bright conditions.
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parking lot. Custom Yolo missed the exiting vehicle, while
Yolov3 produced false positives by detecting stationary
vehicles, and the detection of moving vehicles was incom-
plete. 'e data association performed poorly when there
were false positives which can be observed in Figure 9(a) and
Figure 9(b) of Yolov3. 'erefore, data association was better
when the detection results were accurate.

Table 2 describes the average precision and log average
miss rate values of the detection performed in Figure 9. Mod

Yolo has better average precision and log average miss rate
values compared to other algorithms. Yolov3 has higher
missed detection and the average precision is the lowest for
Figure 9(c). Custom Yolo has a higher miss rate in
Figure 9(a) while Figure 9(c) has the lowest miss rate. Mod
Yolo has higher average precision values and the miss rate is
considerably lower. 'e processing time of one frame with a
combination of detection algorithms and Kalman filter is
optimal as mentioned in Table 2.

Yolov3

gTruth

Custom
yolo

Mod
Yolo

(a)

Yolov3

gTruth

Custom
yolo

Mod
Yolo

(b)

Yolov3
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Custom
yolo

Mod
Yolo

(c)

Figure 9: Vehicle tracking using object detector and Kalman filter varying illumination conditions: (a) multiple moving and stationary
vehicle; (b) vehicles exiting and parking; (c) occluded moving vehicle.

Table 2: Average precision and miss rates of Figure 9 where A is the average precision and M is the miss rate.

Algorithm Figure 9(a) Figure 9(b) Figure 9(c) Processing time second/frame
Yolov3 A� 0.73, M� 0.44 A� 0.70, M� 0.42 A� 0.52, M� 0.54 0.16
Custom Yolo A� 0.73, M� 0.35 A� 0.78, M� 0.22 A� 0.81, M� 0.19 0.1
Mod Yolo A� 0.84, M� 0.22 A� 0.88, M� 0.18 A� 0.82, M� 0.22 0.17
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5. Concluding Discussion

'e usage of deep learning algorithms and Kalman filter
performed with good accuracy in detection and tracking
of the movement of multiple vehicles in an open parking
lot with varying environmental and illumination condi-
tions. A combination of thermal camera and deep learning
algorithms enabled the detection of objects in varying
illumination and environmental conditions. 'e mod
Yolo algorithm performed better compared to Yolov3 and
customized Yolo. Modifying the size and number of
anchor boxes improved the performance of the mod Yolo.
Deep learning object detectors are originally trained on
color images. However, they performed with high accu-
racy even with thermal camera data after making modi-
fications such as updating anchor boxes and adding new
layers. 'e tracking performance is dependent on the
accuracy of object detection. Kalman filter maintained
data association during missed detection and moving and
stationary vehicles. 'e distinct color was assigned to each
vehicle based on the assigned ID and calculated on the
image.

'e performance of mod Yolo was high even though
the training dataset is rather small considering the
complex setup with varying illumination conditions,
noise, multiple orientations, and size of vehicles. 'e
inclusion of augmented images improved the perfor-
mance of algorithms. In order to maintain data associa-
tion during missed detection, an assigned ID was
maintained for 50 frames. Missed detection mostly occurs
during occlusions and different orientations which can be
prevented by additional training images. However, with
additional training images, the time required to train the
detector will also be increased. 'e computation time to
run the detector might also be increased if the architecture
is too deep. A balance between the training images and the
number of layers should be achieved for higher compu-
tational efficiency. Mod Yolo performed better when the
anchor boxes are increased. However, the use of anchor
boxes would also increase the computation capacity.
'erefore, adding too many anchor boxes would also
impact the computational efficiency of the algorithm.

'e algorithms were trained to detect and track vehicles
moving on the parking lot. 'is enables the use of deep
learning algorithms to detect and track specific objects, tasks,
or actions. In the future, additional algorithms such as LSTM
and recurrent neural networks would be utilized for tracking
the vehicle.'is study also proves that trajectories of moving
vehicles can be utilized to study parking behavior. Parking
behavior would facilitate understanding the choice of
parking space and the amount of cruising undertaken to
reach that space. Furthermore, the detection and tracking
performance is fast, so this methodology could be used in
near real-time parking assisting systems.

Data Availability

'e data are collected using a thermal camera at an open
parking lot in Sweden.
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